
J O U R N E Y S
Commuication and Language

Physical Development Personal, Social, Emotional Development

Literacy Maths Understanding the World Expressive Arts and Design

Talk about how we can help our families with jobs at home.
Learn the skills needed to make friends, to stop us feeling lonely.

Think of ways to solve problems and stay friends.
Understand how unkind words can make us feel

Learn how to manage our feelings.
Demonstrate how to be a good friend and why this is important.

Exploring patterns
Counting on and counting back

Numbers to 20
Numerical patterns

Mastering Number
Composition
Comparison

Counting beyond 20
Patterns within 10
Automatic recall

Phonics
Basics 3 - oo, oo (u), ar, or, ur, ow,

oi, er ure, ear, air, 

Learn some space facts and write
them in sentences

What would you take into space
with you?

Sequence the story of Handa’s
Surprise

Write about your favourite
animal/fruit from the story
Write a ‘Visit Kenya’ leaflet

Through multi skills and games, develop more fluent style of moving
with more control 
Gross motor - bikes, scooters, stilts, ball games, balancing beams
Fine motor - play-dough activities, tweezer activities, drawing, sand
tools
Scissor skills - cut/snip different media to create a product

Explore the natural world -learn about
space.

Compare images from the past and
learn about significant people from the

past - Neil Armstrong 
Make observations and compare the

physical features of Stoke on Trent and
Kenya

Sort and group animals found in Africa
and animals found in the UK

Compare and discuss similarities of
homes in the UK to homes in Kenya

Taste the tropical fruits that Handa  
had in her basket and create a class

pictogram

Moon paintings using flour, paint
and cylinders

Paint planets using marbles or
sponges

Design and make a space rocket
using junk modelling

Paint African animals choosing
the correct colours
Animal fur printing

Further develop our listening skills through learning songs, sharing stories, talking partner time
We will continue to explore new vocabulary throughout the day

Develop our ability to answer and ask questions - ask questions to clarify and deepen our understanding
Share our ideas in well-formed sentences, learning how to use past, present and future tense correctly

Descibe events in some details, using adjectives where possible
Learn nursery rhymes, poems and songs

We will continue to develop our understanding to be able to follow more complex sentences


